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QUESTION 1

Consider a case where a view does not load with the expected data. Where would you set a breakpoint to debug the
issue? (Choose the best answer.) 

A. the executable binding for the iterator on the pagedef for the view 

B. a router activity that is used to determine where to send the user after selecting a row in the view 

C. the partialTriggers property of the data bound component in the view 

D. the value binding for the iterator on the pagedef for the view 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

View the Exhibit 

How would you implement functionality to display product details in a separate window when users place their cursors
over a link in the table? (Choose the best ai 

A. Create detail components in an afpopup component Add afshowPopupBehavior to the link within the table and set
the Popupld to the ID of the pop-up 

B. Create detail components in an afdialog component. Add afshowPopupBehavior to the link within the table and set
the Popupld to the ID of the dialog cj 

C. Create detail components in an afpopup component Add af showPopupBehavior to the link within the table and set
the Popupld to the ID of the pop-up 

D. Create detail components in an afpanelForm component. Add af:showPopupBehavior to the link within the table and
set the Popupld to the ID of the pari-
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E. Create detail components in an afdialog component. Add af clientAttnbute elements to the link within the table.
Create afsetPropertyListener componer 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

Which two statements are true about the Key Exists validator? (Choose two.) 

A. it always issues a select to the database to ensure all data is up to date. 

B. it first checks the cache for match and then goes to the database only if necessary. 

C. it cannot validate any data changes that happened in the current transaction that have not yet been committed to the
database. 

D. it can validate any data changes that happened in the current transaction that have not yet been committed to the
database. 

E. it can be used only with attributes that are defined as primary keys in the database. 

Correct Answer: BD 

 

QUESTION 4

Which two statements describe the characteristics of a view object? 

A. it represents a row in the specified database table. 

B. it represents an association between two entity objects. 

C. it encapsulates a SQL query and simplifies working with data from a database. 

D. it allows data to be ordered based on an ORDER clause. 

E. it must include every attribute defined in an underlying entity object. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 5

Consider a bounded task flow input parameter called employeeld of type oracle jbo.domain.Number. When defining the
parameter in the bounded task flow, if you do not define a value (destination) for the parameter, where does it get
written to? (Choose the best answer.) 

A. #(employeeld) 

B. #{employee.employeeld} 

C. #{pageFlowScope employeeld} 
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D. #{pageFlowScope employee employeeld) 

E. #{backingBeanScope employeeld) 

F. #{backingBeanScope employee.employeeld) 

Correct Answer: C 
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